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Abstract
This report summarizes issues discussed at the first CONMI work-
shop held on 30 March 2005 in Boston, Massachusetts. Sponsored
by the National Science Foundation’s Office of Cyberinfrastructure
(OCI-0532233), the workshop was intended to begin a discussion
regarding the viability and utility of a community-oriented network
measurement infrastructure. This report was published 20 Decem-
ber 2005 online at: http://www.caida.org/workshops/
conmi/.

Executive Summary
Up-to-date, relevant Internet research requires comprehensive net-
work measurement [9, 5], but conducting and supporting Internet
measurement raises several daunting challenges for the research
community and funding agencies. Researchers need current data to
progress in many areas, including Internet topology structure, rout-
ing dynamics, security, and workload trends. Given the inherent
diversity of the Internet, collection of data requires a large-scale,
distributed network measurement infrastructure. However, several
challenges must be solved to enable large-scale measurement: fund-
ing of collection infrastructure, preserving the privacy of ISPs and
users, resolving legal and proprietary ownership concerns, and pro-
hibiting experiments that might cause harm.
The Community-Oriented Network Measurement Infrastructure

(CONMI) workshop brought together key members of the Internet
measurement research community to discuss whether a community-
oriented approach could address current and near-future challenges
in large scale measurement. Our inspiration came from the as-
tronomy and high-energy physics communities which have self-
organized to build, operate, and allocate the use of large, unique,
and expensive measurement platforms. The objective of this work-
shop was to explore whether this cooperative model would benefit
the Internet measurement community.
Internet measurements must respect the privacy of both users and

of network providers. We explored the privacy implications of net-
work measurement, with particular attention to facilities that would
accept experiments to be run on infrastructure deployed on actively

used networks. Each experiment could be examined in advance
through community mechanisms, e.g., a review panel, to ensure that
the collection process was not harmful and that the results, if re-
leased, would not raise privacy concerns.
We also explored whether a fundamentally new, community-

oriented model for passive measurement could enable a dramati-
cally more powerful set of measurement experiments. The work-
shop raised more questions than it provided answers regarding how
to best use passive measurement infrastructure funding to support
the needs of the network research community, and we expect this
discussion to continue as progress is made in critical areas, espe-
cially the difficulties in funding evolving measurement equipment
and balancing privacy and security concerns with collection of nec-
essary, relevant trace data.
In contrast, we felt the development of a community-based ac-

tive measurement infrastructure seemed currently feasible. The pri-
mary considerations include how to coordinate measurement re-
quests from a large community of researchers, how to ensure re-
sponsible use, and how to ensure integrity of the data if gathered
by an unknown party. In both cases, some community-oriented pro-
gram is likely to be necessary to accommodate as many needs of
the community as possible as cost-effectively as possible. Given
the limited funding available to invest in this kind of measurement
infrastructure, an objective cost-benefit analysis of the payoffs is es-
sential.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4 [Performance of systems]: Measurement techniques. C.2.3
[Network Operations]: Network Monitoring. H.3.5 [Online In-
formation Services]: Data sharing.

General Terms
measurement, experimentation

Keywords
community, data sharing, measurement, monitoring, Internet, meta-
data, annotations, topology, workload, performance, routing
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1. COMMUNITY-ORIENTED ACTIVE
MEASUREMENT

Community-oriented active measurement is an attempt to collab-
orate in maintaining infrastructure, in reusing measurements, and in
choosing lowest-possible cost, low-risk measurement designs. Yet
to collaborate, the community must agree on which infrastructures
to maintain, which measurements to collect, and what costs and
risks are acceptable.
Cooperation is essential to active topology measurement because

comprehensive topology measurement requires widespread infras-
tructure. Such an infrastructure, in turn, requires maintenance of
hardware, software, and most importantly of continuity in trust rela-
tionships between researchers and (often, but not always, commer-
cial) organizations that allow measurement servers to be hosted in
interesting places.
Several infrastructures have supported or are currently support-

ing active measurement for research: hardware fully dedicated to
one project, such as Skitter [8]; hardware shared with certain Ac-
ceptable Use Policies (AUPs) but more easily accessed, such as
PlanetLab [20] or RON [4]; and single-project software on fully
decentralized, multipurpose hardware, such as NETI@home [23]
and DIMES [22]. Other infrastructures that previously supported
limited active measurement are no longer funded: Surveyor [13],
AMP [2], and NIMI [19]. The Skitter project also runs out of fund-
ing this year. Each of these projects has different costs, advantages,
and weaknesses. There is no consensus on a single correct model
for supporting active network measurement, although integration of
some platforms as a substrate for a more comprehensive and uni-
form platform development to support a variety of measurement
projects seems promising. Each can contribute to the representa-
tive aspect of measurements: the goal that our measurements of the
network accurately reflect network properties, despite the limited
size of the platform.
Obstacles prevent open collaboration in active measurement.

First, cost is a significant factor. The expenditure of time and in-
frastructure maintenance to support one project often exhausts the
capabilities of the group doing the measurement, leaving no time
and engineering support for coordinating measurements with others
or sharing the infrastructure. Second, network measurement data
may be abused to harm the network because accurate network mea-
surement data may help the unscrupulous to attack infrastructure.
Third, network probes themselves are unsolicited and may be

seen as malicious. Active measurements, especially at a large scale,
can cause harm to the network by consuming precious router pro-
cessing time and by appearing to be malicious. Experiments involv-
ing many thousands of active probing hosts are being proposed, and
today, can be conducted without oversight. We explored commu-
nity mechanisms for overseeing large-scale distributed active mea-
surement, because without community oversight, these experiments
could easily go awry and cause undesirable results for the Internet
as a whole. Because no barriers prevent such experiments, we dis-
cussed ways to facilitate running them safely, via both community
review in advance and monitoring during execution.
Fourth, network measurement data can be seen as exposing pri-

vate information about network architectures. Also, network mea-
surements are often works-in-progress that can mischaracterize the
structure of ISP networks. Using network measurements to generate
bad press for ISPs or difficulty for ISP operators may lead quickly to
countermeasures that deceive or block network measurement. Fifth,
agreements allowing one researcher to run a specific experiment on
a machine deployed at a remote site may not allow other researchers
to run the same experiment or any researcher to run a new experi-

ment. Iteratively updating agreements to add a new person or project
can be complex, time consuming, and difficult enough that the plat-
form host, motivated only by altruism, loses interest. Finally, practi-
cal differences in platform hardware, operating system, and software
can preclude measurements from diverse locations.
A coordinated, cooperative active measurement project could

overcome these obstacles. Explicit funding and design can reduce
the cost of supporting a wide variety of active measurements. Co-
ordination offers the potential to be more efficient in packets sent,
since results can be reused. Greater efficiency can lead to greater
accuracy, either through expansion of the portion of the Internet that
is measured or through the more frequent measurement of the same
network. Directly addressing security concerns centrally, with an
actively maintained do-not-probe list and prompt response to ques-
tions and complaints will reduce the likelihood that networks will
close themselves to measurement. Standardized agreements and
data distribution policies can limit the malicious use of the data and
reassure ISPs and organizations hosting measurement platforms.
Central management of active measurement infrastructure can re-
sult in standard access and configurations to simplify running mea-
surements from many nodes. Thus a centrally coordinated active
measurement platform could be a significant benefit to Internet re-
search by increasing diversity and depth of measurements and by
allowing significantly more researchers to perform active measure-
ment studies.

1.1 Measurement Research on PlanetLab
PlanetLab is a widely-deployed network testbed designed and op-

erated to support computer systems research. It allows development
and deployment of new networked technologies in a controlled en-
vironment, incorporating realistic topologies and behavior. Planet-
Lab is also capable of supporting limited active network measure-
ments, and must be considered in any discussion of development of
community-oriented measurement infrastructure.
Although some researchers have successfully performed active

measurement experiments on PlanetLab, others had trouble using
PlanetLab because of CPU load, its academic bias, its limited re-
sources, and its Acceptable Use Policy [24]. PlanetLab currently al-
locates processor time by slice (user) rather than by thread, a method
friendlier to low-CPU-usage measurement experiments. However,
other experiments running on PlanetLab nodes can interfere with
active measurement projects; PlanetLab does not claim to be a sub-
stitute for dedicated resources. That Planetlab sites are primarily
academic raises concerns for many researchers that the connectiv-
ity to those sites is not representative of the commercial Internet.
A recent paper by Banerjee et al. [6] describes how and how not
to use an academic testbed like PlanetLab. Typical paths between
PlanetLab nodes typically traverse research networks, while many
active measurement projects seek to explore paths through commer-
cial backbone links. Resources available to PlanetLab nodes at each
site are limited; often bandwidth is capped, processor time is lim-
ited, and storage can be exhausted. While some active measure-
ment studies are able to work within these constraints, others can-
not, e.g., bandwidth estimation and spectroscopy studies. Finally,
PlanetLab’s Acceptable Use Policy can be a significant obstacle to
active measurement research, as it explicitly forbids both systematic
and random network scanning [21]:
Do not do systematic or random port or address block scans.
Do not spoof or sniff traffic.
While humans make exceptions and some experiments that vio-

late this rule have occurred on PlanetLab, there is no infrastructure
explicitly dedicated to supporting responsible, well-conceived ac-
tive network measurement.
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PlanetLab serves as a model of a centralized, shared infrastructure
successfully promoting systems and applications research. Plan-
etLab’s methodology for administration of machines, interactions
with hosting sites, abuse reports, and support for user code exe-
cution on hundreds of machines around the world provides valu-
able operational expertise and a starting point for development of
a community-oriented active measurement infrastructure. Indeed,
such an infrastructure would complement PlanetLab and the use of
both would allow novel research projects not otherwise possible.

1.2 Client-side Software Infrastructure
Distributed computation projects, inspired by SETI@home, have

set out to use otherwise idle compute cycles of home machines to
solve interesting scientific problems. One approach to increasing
the number and representativeness of vantage points available for
measurement is to use home machines as a platform: providing a
downloadable tool that reports back information about network per-
formance, topology, and workload. There is a strong justification
that such a massive increase the number of vantage points is required
by the Internet’s current size—it is no longer conceivable to perform
measurement from a few vantage points probing the network in the
same way.
At the workshop, we briefly discussed the challenges faced

by three nascent projects in this area: traceroute@home [3],
DIMES [22], and NETI@home.
The traceroute@home project does not, itself, produce an artifact,

but identifies and addresses research challenges of @home-style dis-
tributed network measurement. The motivation is clear: the diver-
sity of vantage points made possible by a tool that can run on tens
of thousands of Internet hosts may improve representativeness [7]
and limit topology sampling bias [14, 1]. We discuss some of the
challenges below.
First, what guidelines for responsible deployment would ensure

that active measurement tools do not harm the infrastructure? Prob-
lems experienced by shared and dedicated infrastructures recur in
this domain, but are more pressing. Intrusion detection alarms may
fire in response to traffic, but abuse mail will likely go to a user’s
ISP rather than to the network operators of a research network, pos-
sibly leading the ISP to disconnect the user. High-rate traffic from
thousands of sources may appear as a DDoS attack, already a prob-
lem for PlanetLab-hosted measurements and overlay applications.
With tens of thousands of hosts, experiments could look too similar
to attacks, without traceability and thus no point of contact for opt-
ing out of measurement as is possible with dedicated infrastructures.
The high rate of traffic could generate significant costs for users who
pay for bandwidth by usage. Finally, measurement traffic from dif-
ferent hosts, if uncoordinated, may interfere; while not harming the
network, uncoordinated measurement harms the integrity of any re-
search using the data.
One method for limiting the number of probes that reach a desti-

nation relies on network routing being deterministic and destination-
based. If so, paths from different sources to the same destination,
once they converge, will never separate: routers make next hop de-
cisions independently of the source. The result is a tree of paths that
converge as they near a destination. This assumption changes topol-
ogy discovery from an exhaustive all-sources to all-destinations pro-
cess to discovering the edges of each tree of paths rooted at every
destination. By probing paths only until they intersect an already-
probed part of the tree, the number of probes that reach the destina-
tion is minimized. This method is used by both Doubletree [10] and
Scriptroute’s [25] reverse path tree tool. But the community has

not yet solved the general problem of how to safely scale up active
measurement techniques to thousands of nodes.
Second, @home-style measurement must verify the integrity of

data collected from untrusted sources. Verifying results is a general
problem, because honeypots might masquerade an entirely fictitious
network for other infrastructures to measure. The problem is aggra-
vated in @home-style measurement, because a source can invent
erroneous data and exist behind many different interfering middle-
boxes: transparent proxies, firewalls, or exceptional routing. When
there is an incentive to manipulate the measurements, for example
to skew AS coverage of a global Internet map, this risk becomes
significant.
One approach is cross-validation with other, more trusted mea-

surements from controlled infrastructure, an approach enabled by
collaboration, or by trusting longer-lived measurement hosts more
than new hosts.
Third, distributed measurement using client-side software raises

intractable security and liability concerns. Researchers must ensure
that the distribution sites are secure so that users do not download
software that has been tampered with. Released code must be thor-
oughly vetted for security vulnerabilities to ensure that users’ com-
puters will not be compromised via measurement project software.
Care must be taken to ensure that safeguards prevent the measure-
ment software from being hijacked and used to perpetrate denial-of-
service attacks and other malfeasance; the set of edge hosts perform-
ing an active measurement bear a remarkable similarity to a botnet.
These concerns are particularly relevant to any projects that have
released their source code, and the code itself is available for pub-
lic scrutiny. Management and distribution of bug fixes and software
updates is also a significant challenge for client-side measurement
projects.
Finally, how might data sharing for client-side measurement re-

sults be encouraged? Standards for data queries and requests for
remote measurement would help unify different projects and make
the results more accessible to researchers interested in analysis more
than data collection. Some standard data formats have been pro-
posed, including in the IETF IPPMworking group, but the challenge
of developing a compact, extensible, easily manipulated representa-
tion of network measurement data remains.
DIMES [22] is an active measurement infrastructure that ap-

plies @home-style measurement. As a measurement platform, it
is a collection of machines on which users have installed a freely-
downloaded Java program from the NetDimes website. To mini-
mize network impact, DIMES restricts probing bandwidth to 1 kB/s.
DIMES has not reported on the trustworthiness of the data collected.
It presents a useful starting point for exploring the practical issues
of @home-style distributed network measurement.
NETI@home is a passive measurement infrastructure that uses

an @home-style approach, i.e., software running on end user vol-
unteered machines, to collect network performance and workload
statistics from hosts. The software sends the resulting data to a
server at the Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech), where
they are aggregated to respect privacy and then made publicly avail-
able. This approach can give researchers much needed data on the
end-to-end performance of the Internet as measured by end users.
NETI@home users select a privacy level that determines what types
of data will be collected. NETI@home is designed to run quietly
in the background using few resources, with little or no interven-
tion by the user. NETI@home faces all the problems that DIMES
does, with additional privacy concerns due to the use of passively-
collected packets.
Other client-side infrastructures are supporting different measure-

ments. A positive outcome of the workshop could be to keep as
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many of these platforms available as possible, and make their data
available to researchers who use a centrally managed measurement
platform.
Even with a community-oriented active measurement project, sig-

nificant challenges to network measurement remain. Active mea-
surements attempt to infer properties of an opaque Internet. Sim-
ply keeping pace with infrastructure deployments that impede mea-
surement as a side effect remains a significant challenge as tech-
niques like MPLS, VPNs, and tunnels obscure the underlying net-
work structure. Solving the measurement infrastructure deployment
and access problems frees researchers to work on more significant
and neoteric problems.

2. COMMUNITY-ORIENTED PASSIVE
MEASUREMENT

While there are many one-off passive measurements performed
on questionably representative edge-of-network links, there are only
a few larger projects (NLANR, CAIDA, Internet2) that perform sys-
tematic measurements over a long period of time and make the data
available for Internet research. The volume of data involved in mea-
surements of core network links presents a significant challenge to
passive measurement projects. The cost of measurement platforms
(particularly accurate network monitoring cards) and the complex-
ity and time involved with building trust relationships to get access
to relevant collection points make monitoring a network link, partic-
ularly a core link carrying traffic from many enterprises, quite diffi-
cult. The commitment of time, capital, and other resources that such
projects require are out of the scope of the usual foci of researchers
(published papers and theses), so few individuals or organizations
attempt to collect passive Internet measurements.
Research infrastructure that is too difficult and expensive for

most organizations to maintain, and yet provides a great benefit to
large groups of researchers, seems like the ideal environment for
widely deployed community-accessible infrastructure. However the
CONMI Workshop discussion generated more questions than an-
swers about what community-oriented passive measurement plat-
form would be feasible.

2.1 Privacy
By far the two largest concerns in passive measurement are the

privacy of the data and cost of collecting data. For years, the pri-
mary impediment to granting researchers access to data from In-
ternet backbone links has been privacy: the privacy of users is a
paramount concern. Despite widespread interest in performing mea-
surements while ensuring individual privacy, there lacks a clear def-
inition of what portions of network packets are in essence private.
There is a dearth of information about the legality of various types
of network data collections, as most relevant legislation and court
precedent involves telephone networks, which are substantially dif-
ferent from the Internet. With the lack of information about what
information they are obligated to protect, what constitutes sufficient
measures for data protection, and what the potential risks of pro-
viding data to researchers are, large ISPs are reluctant to authorize
official data collections in their networks. The scale of community-
oriented passive measurement infrastructure would necessitate offi-
cial consent, so unanswered questions of legality and privacy remain
a significant barrier to development of such a measurement system.
Several strategies might resolve some of the privacy concerns that

currently inhibit Internet measurement. Network measurement is
not the only science in which data with significant privacy implica-
tions is collected and studied: medical science successfully collects
and studies data about living human beings. For many large studies,

an independent organization collects and aggregates the data before
releasing it to researchers for study. The methodologies and fund-
ing models that support this research model could prove helpful to
similar efforts in network science. Indeed, many (if not most) Inter-
net research studies are concerned with aggregate characterization
of traffic, not with specific details about packet contents or commu-
nicant identity. Exploring ways to pre-process and aggregate data
while preserving its research utility could mitigate privacy concerns.
The Intel CoMo project [11] provides one model of allowing passive
measurements that meet a privacy level pre-defined by an ISP.

2.2 Cost
Two significant costs restrict passive measurement efforts. First,

passive measurement of core Internet links requires a large amount
of time to build trust with ISPs to gain permission to collect data,
to negotiate types of data to collect, and to secure donations of time
and space necessary to deploy measurement platforms onto the In-
ternet. Time is a scarce resource for any researcher, and attempts at
establishing measurement infrastructure compete directly with re-
search and analysis efforts, to the detriment of the scientific utility
of the resulting less-than-representative datasets. Because the means
to collect any core Internet data are so far beyond most researchers,
the major forms of professional cachet, publications, have low stan-
dards for data used to produce research results. Thus there is little
motivation to deploy significant infrastructure to get reliable data,
since there is little payoff in incurring the high time cost of data
collection.
Even given complete commitment to putting in the time to de-

velop passive infrastructure, the monetary cost of developing and
maintaining passive measurement collection infrastructure remains
a significant barrier. Unlike active monitors, which require compar-
atively less CPU and disk space resources during collection, ever-
increasing network speeds require significant resources at passive
monitoring points. While commercial NICs are sufficient for many
(but not all) active measurement platforms, robust passive measure-
ment requires the use of network cards specialized for packet col-
lection. The limited market for such hardware results in high prices
for these cards (in sharp contrast with most other computational
hardware trends towards increased functionality for decreased cost).
Finally, a passive measurement platform has a short useful life-
time before it must be replaced by new, better-performing equip-
ment. Unlike active measurement, in which the time-to-failure of
the hardware components determines the lifetime of a platform, pas-
sive measurement hardware is regularly made obsolete by upgrades
to the network paths being monitored. Because measurement hard-
ware development lags significantly behind network core infrastruc-
ture (routers and such) development, passive measurement infras-
tructure remains locked in a vicious cycle of: traffic collection:

1. network upgrade

2. wait for new measurement hardware to be available at more
than double the cost of existing infrastructure

3. attempt to get scarce infrastructure funding to cover the cost
of upgrading (once the price is known)

4. finally purchase and deploy new hardware

5. traffic collection

6. network upgrade...

This cycle has occurred at least four times in the past decade, and
as a result, there is at the time of this writing no current publicly
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available data from an Internet backbone link. Explicitly recogniz-
ing the community value of passive Internet measurement datasets,
and committing aggregated resources to maintaining a passive net-
work infrastructure would result in more diverse and useful data for
research.

2.3 Summary and Open Questions
We must resolve the question of what a community-oriented pas-

sive measurement infrastructure would collect and provide to re-
searchers. What data would the system collect? Would the system
collect the same data over time, or would different collections run
at different times? How do you balance the desire to look closely
at current hot topics and emerging trends with the value of consis-
tent data for longitudinal analysis? Do you distribute entire datasets
to researchers, or do you give researchers the ability to run code or
otherwise query a dataset in situ? What are the costs and benefits of
each approach with respect to privacy, security, and administration
complexity? Would funding data mining to develop a repository
of intermediate results for further processing and research use be
a more viable and cost-effective strategy? How widely deployed
should passive measurement infrastructure be? What are the trade-
offs between breadth and depth of monitor coverage? What (if any)
sampling should be performed on data either during collection or
during analysis? How do you develop datasets that are user-friendly
even to non-measurement-experts? Who is responsible for curating
data?
A community-oriented passive measurement infrastructure could

be a highly useful and successful endeavor, as concentration of avail-
able resources would help to solve the high cost of deploying and
maintaining such a system. Unfortunately, too many unsolved prob-
lems and unanswered questions remain for such a system to be vi-
able in the immediate future. The research need for Internet data
is high, so significant resources must be put towards finding the so-
lutions necessary to make widely-available distributed passive data
collection a reality.

3. LARGE-SCALE MEASUREMENT
CHALLENGES

Both active and passive measurement efforts share logistic chal-
lenges in the areas of information custody and infrastructure deploy-
ment. Problems solved and expertise gained in these areas eases
collection and distribution of both types of data.

3.1 Information Sharing Complications
3.1.1 Security Concerns
Network measurement data, if abused, may provide a hit-list of

potentially-vulnerable networks and hosts. Although recent publi-
cized attacks on the Internet show that widespread disruption can be
caused without such careful target selection, a shared picture of the
Internet that would be valuable for researchers and operators may
also have value for attackers. The possibility of enabling new attacks
through accurate and comprehensive measurement is a danger that
deserves study. Many active measurement projects aim to character-
ize the network itself, rather than the properties of edge hosts, which
are the common focus of security and privacy concerns. However
an attack on a core node could have a widespread and devastating
impact. At the same time, we must not limit the network measure-
ment community to studying all aspects of the Internet except its
vulnerabilities: this is precisely where measurement has the most
value. Further, as long as we depend economically on the Internet,

we are all vulnerable to widespread failure due to our inability to as-
sess the health of networked systems. Few major outages have been
caused by malicious activity; simple mistakes and acts of nature
have been much more damaging—configuration errors, cable cuts,
fires, unforeseen policy interactions at network borders. Compre-
hensive network data could improve on network stability and func-
tion by helping to identify and eliminate vulnerabilities that lead to
widespread failures. This data source could be incorporated into an
“Internet Center for Disease Control” as described in [26].

3.1.2 Privacy Concerns
Another social problem that inhibits information sharing is the

widespread notion that network topologies and the business rela-
tionships that lead to them are proprietary. Even though significant
topology data can be extracted from the public Route Views infras-
tructure [16], it may be sensitive information because ISPs might
use such data to court customers away from competitors. The more
detailed the information, the more sensitive ISPs will consider it.
Passive measurements containing packet header data, especially

those also including packet payloads, are particularly sensitive—a
communication channel with potentially private information is mon-
itored and recorded. It is often technically impossible to obtain the
consent of individuals whose communication is intercepted, partic-
ularly because traffic for a single session can traverse many diffe-
rent paths depending on network conditions and configuration. Yet
significant research, including such basic questions as “What are
people and organizations using the Internet for?” require inspection
of packet payloads to answer. This information can provide criti-
cal input to current social, legal, and public policy questions. For
example, there is a shortage of current, accurate, well-documented
information on the extent of file sharing of copyrighted material.
The challenge of preserving privacy while answering questions

in the public interest is not one that the research community is well-
equipped to navigate. Current technologies are not ideal. Data can
be anonymized as it is collected [17][12], but this can significantly
inhibit extension of datasets, meaningful repetition of experiments,
and the ultimate utility of the data. The success of anonymization
methods depends on variability in the measured system, but commu-
nication patterns and network configurations are not random, and
the underlying structures can be exploited by those intent on de-
crypting anonymized data. Results can be anonymized before they
are published, which may protect providers and end users, but re-
sults may identify the provider involved to those with outside knowl-
edge. More fundamentally, this model involves full disclosure to the
researcher, which could be considered a significant invasion of pri-
vacy. Due to privacy and security concerns, single-organization in-
frastructures have been the only viable model for collecting passive
(header or full packet capture) data from commercial Internet links.
There are other methods of obfuscating private information. Re-

search labs associated with ISPs, such as AT&T, use techniques
to present results without scale: percentages and fractions are pre-
sented instead of raw traffic volumes. Raw results are typically pub-
lished with caveats.
Finally, researchers must actively seek to prevent the propagation

of incorrect inferences. For example, a study of topology must em-
phasize that many links, especially backup and layer-2 links, may
remain undiscovered, and that the topology must not be used to es-
timate the resilience of the network to the loss of a router or link, or
used to assert that one network is more or less reliable than another.

3.2 Infrastructure Deployment Challenges
As mentioned in section 1, the Internet research community has

used several models for deployed measurement infrastructure. Cur-
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rent efforts can be classified into single-owner infrastructures, which
are deployed, administered, and used by a single organization, and
shared infrastructures, which are deployed, administered, and used
by many organizations.

3.2.1 Maintenance
Deploying and maintaining measurement infrastructure is a sig-

nificant challenge. Measurement platforms must be purchased, have
operating systems and measurement software installed, and be phys-
ically installed and connected to the network in their designated lo-
cation. Once measurement is begun, data must be organized, per-
manently stored, documented, and delivered to researchers. If data
is stored or aggregated at a site remote from the measurement plat-
form, maintaining data integrity through data transfer can be a sig-
nificant challenge, particularly if the volume of data collected is
large or the transfer medium is not reliably available. Data must
be distributed to researchers; if the same researcher performs the
collection and uses the results, this process is trivial, but providing
and maintaining access to data for a community of researchers re-
quires dedicated infrastructure and provides complications and chal-
lenges independent of data collection. Finally, researchers must be
assisted with using the data as well as understanding the accuracy
and applicability of the data to a particular scientific inquiry and the
corresponding sources of error in the measurement [18].
Recruiting sites for measurement platforms and maintaining con-

tact with those sites can be difficult. Timezones, language barriers,
and lack of free time make coordination with local maintainers of
a measurement platform difficult. Network connectivity problems,
changes in local configuration (changing the IP address, installing a
firewall, etc.), and lack of physical access make remote maintenance
of a measurement platform difficult.
Most significantly, funding to support such mundane aspects of

research as infrastructure deployment and maintenance is difficult
to find.

3.2.1.1 Maintenance of Shared Infrastructure.
While the above complications affect both single-user and shared

infrastructure, there are additional benefits and challenges for shared
infrastructures. Shared infrastructure can have an advantage in de-
ployment, since the benefit of using the system can motivate more
organizations to contribute measurement platforms and maintain
them at a high level of availability. This advantage is particularly
pronounced when users are required to contribute a measurement
platform before they are allowed to utilize the shared infrastructure.
Some challenges are unique to shared infrastructures. Shared in-

frastructure often contains more diversity in hardware, operating
systems, and software than infrastructure deployed by a single or-
ganization. Moreover, timely communication about changes in the
platform configuration, platform availability, or experiments that are
damaging the infrastructure can be difficult. For this reason, single-
organization infrastructures have been historically the most reliable,
persistent sources of data across time.

3.2.2 Contention
When a single organization has deployed and controls infrastruc-

ture, communication with measurement platform hosts about what
experiments will be run and coordination between various uses of
the infrastructure is relatively simple. Shared infrastructure requires
coordination and enforcement mechanisms to ensure that measure-
ments can be run and that they are scientifically valid—the pro-
cess of one measurement is not substantially changing the results
of a simultaneous measurement. Moreover, the process of resolv-
ing problems with use of shared infrastructure, whether the problem

is a hardware failure or difficulty running an experiment, becomes
much more complicated because it can involve a lengthy chain of
inter-organization contacts.

3.2.3 Acceptable Use
All widely-deployed measurement infrastructures face the chal-

lenge of providing a uniform interface and set of capabilities while
complying with a wide variety of site-specific acceptable use poli-
cies. For infrastructure dedicated to a single experiment, this consti-
tutes making sure that the practice of performing the measurement
is acceptable to all of the host sites. For infrastructure running many
experiments, this requires identification of the subset of activities
that are allowed across all sites. Host sites for all measurement in-
frastructures have local access to measurement platforms and up-
stream network devices and thus retain the ability to disable ma-
chines they determine are violating their AUP policies.
Shared infrastructures pose additional challenges for acceptable

use policy creation and enforcement. Permission to perform experi-
ments in a given location is often based on painstakingly established
trust relationships between the hosting site and the researcher(s)
who are running an experiment. As benevolent intent is not easy
to correlate with a given action, many hosting sites place greater
restrictions on measurement infrastructure that is used by many re-
searchers for many purposes.
Because shared infrastructure is often used for many different

experiments, often simultaneously, enforcement of acceptable use
policies can be quite difficult. Even if a policy violation is detected,
tracing that back to the researcher responsible can be difficult. Re-
searcher compliance with acceptable use policies is important, as a
bad experience for a host site can result in the loss of a measurement
platform.
The difficulty in setting and enforcing acceptable use policies in

a shared infrastructure environment has a large payoff in terms of
experiments allowed and researchers aided. The necessary work
required to develop platforms that allow a variety of network mea-
surements is worth the investment of time and resources.

4. CONCLUSION
At this workshop we discussed motivation, obstacles, and plat-

forms for community-oriented network measurement. The motiva-
tions are community frustration with limited, one-shot experiments,
the need for vastly more data than is currently available from ex-
isting infrastructures, and the financial limitations of the Internet
research community in sustaining or building new measurement in-
frastructure. For both passive and active measurement, collabora-
tion offers increased rigor by subjecting results to academic scrutiny
by repetition and cross-validation. Collaboration also offers the abil-
ity to assemble prior results to support new measurements and in-
ferences. For example, measures of capacity can help determine
available bandwidth as in Spruce [27], and measures of geography
can bootstrap inference of link latency and link metrics [15]. Fur-
ther, collaboration can extend deployment to sites in disparate geo-
graphic and network locations.
The workshop raised more questions than it provided answers re-

garding how to best use measurement infrastructure funding to sup-
port the needs of the network research community, and we expect
this discussion to continue. For active measurement infrastructure,
the primary considerations are how to coordinate measurement re-
quests from a large community of researchers, how to ensure the
integrity of the data if gathered by an unknown party, and how to
limit perceived or actual network damage (e.g., DDOS attacks). For
passive measurement infrastructure, the primary considerations are
the cost of hardware for high speed trace collection and preserv-
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ing privacy while supporting access to trace data. In both cases,
a community-oriented program is likely to be necessary to accom-
modate the diverse needs of the community as cost-effectively as
possible. Given the limited funding available to invest in measure-
ment infrastructure, an objective cost-benefit analysis of the payoffs
of a proposed infrastructure is essential.
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Although this report is based on minutes from the workshop, the

authors are solely responsible for the text, and meeting attendees
may not agree with everything written here. The CONMI work-
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Rob Beverly (MIT), Nevil Brownlee (U. Auckland/CAIDA), Kc
Claffy (CAIDA/UCSD), Mark Crovella (Boston U), Timur Fried-
man (Univ. P. & M. Curie), Gianluca Iannaccone (Intel Labs), Jim
Kurose (U. Mass Amherst), Tony McGregor (U. Waikato), Joerg
Micheel (U.Waikato), DavidMoore (CAIDA/UCSD), George Riley
(Ga.Tech), Colleen Shannon (CAIDA/UCSD), Neil Spring (UMD),
Rick Summerhill (Internet2), Kevin Thompson (NSF), Mike Witt
(U. Oregon), Matt Zekauskas (Internet2).
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